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Abstract: The main problem under study concerns the expression of the Clausen integral CI2(0 ) in closed form in 
terms of known constants and special functions when 0 is equal to a rational multiple of ,n belonging to [0, 2'~]. A 
general formula giving Cl2(p~r/q ) in terms of the derivative of the di-gamma function and the sine function is 
deduced from an appropriate Fourier series expansion. Some variants of this formula are obtained. In further sections, 
the formulae xpressing CI 2 (2 0) and, more generally, CI 2 (m 0) (m -- 2, 3, 4 ....  ) as linear combinations of terms of the 
form C12(0 + a) (a: const.) are established. The various results are illustrated by means of typical examples of 
practical application. The last section contains two simple approximations enabling the computation of Ci 2 (0) for any 
0 in [0, ~r] with a relative error smaller than 0.63% and 0.003%, resp.. The paper ends with an appendix in which, 
among other things, a peculiar trigonometric dentity is established as a by-product. 
Keywords: Special functions, calculus, Clausen's integral. 
1. Introduction 
With reference to a problem recently formulated by Fettis [2], P.J. de Doelder has examined 
the possibility of expressing the Clausen integral 
C12(0) = - f0°ln(2 sin ½t) dt (1) 
in closed form when O is equal to a rational multiple of or: 
O=p,tr/q, 0<p <2q,  (p, q )= 1. 
In the preceding paper [1], he has established a finite expression representing C!2(p~r/q) in each 
of the following three cases: p odd and q even, p and q both odd, and p even, q odd. The common 
starting point has been an integral representation f Cl2(0) different from, but equivalent to (1): 
C12(0) = _sin 0fol lnp dp, 0<0<2~.  (2) 
p2_  2p cos 0 + ] 
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In the present article, the same problem is viewed from a different angle. Although the method 
which the Doelder uses in order to deal with (02 - 20 cos O + 1) -~ under the integral sign in (2) 
when 0 =p~r/q may be regarded as interesting, it appears that by making use of a known series 
expansion of (1), it is much easier io obtain a formula for Cl 2 (p~/q)  which has the advantage of 
being valid at once for all (p, q)-pairs without being more complicated. Furthermore, the present 
study analyzes more thoroughly certain aspects of the problem and consequently contains a 
number of other worth-while results concerning the Clausen integral such as, for instance, some 
variants of the general formula for C12(pv/q),  the expression of Cl 2(m0) (m = 2, 3, 4 ... .  ) as a 
linear combination of terms of the form CI2(0+~ ) with appropriate a-constants, several 
examples of practical application, etc.. 
2. Formulae for the calculation of CI 2(P~/q)  
The Clausen integral defined by 
C12(O)=-L°ln(2sinSt)dt, 0~R ' (3) 
represents a real-valued function of 0 only in the interval wherefore sin(St) is non-negative when 
0 ~< t ~< 0, hence in 0 ~< 0 ~< 2~r. In this interval, the following results hold: 
CI2(0) = C12(~) = C12(2~r) = 0, (4) 
C12(2,rr- O)=-  C12(0), 0 ~< 0 < 2'~, (5) 
on account of 
J: J : J :  J0 = "ln cos In s in½tdt  In2 d t+ In s in -~tdt+ ~tdt  
= ~r ln2  +2f0"/21n sin St' d t '+2L~21n sin St' d t' 
f0~'ln S t dt =* = ~r In 2 + 2 sin C12(~ ) --- 0, 
--((L') C12(2¢r ) - + In(2 sin S t )d t  = -2  = 
and 
fo2,rr 2,'n" ) C12(2,rr- O) = - - f In(2 sin St) dt 
2,~-0 
= C12 (2,~) - f0°ln(2 sin ½(2'rr- t')) d t '=  fo°ln(2 sin S t') d t '=  -C lz (e ) .  
When 0 varies from 0 to ,rr, C12(0 ) is a continuous function starting at zero for 0 = 0 where it 
increases with an infinite slope. It stays positive between 0 and ~r, increasing monotonically 
towards a maximum situated at 0 = ½"rr and then decreasing towards zero, value which it reaches 
at 0 = ~r where it has a slope equal to - In 2. 
CI2(0 ) is closely related to Lobachevskiy's L-function (see e.g. [3, p. 933]). 
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If one wants to extend C12(0 ) as a real function for all 8 ~ R, the simplest way is to consider 
- f0°ln(2Jsin ½tJ) dt 
whereby, this time indeed, the integrand is clearly real for all real t. In the present case, the 
real-valued function of 0 represented by the integral appears to be an odd periodic function with 
period 2,n, and probably in many places of the literature (see e.g. [4]) one can find: 
f0 sin 0 sin 20 sin n_____O0 
- eln-Zlsin-tl ,  d t = (  ~ ~ ]3 + ~ +" '+ +- . . ,  -o¢<0<+o¢.  (6) ?/2 
To establish this result, it suffices to expand - log(1 - z )  in ascending positive integer powers of 
z, to replace z by exp(it), to take the real parts on both sides and to integrate with respect o t 
from 0 to 0. 
If one is interested in the problem of expressing C12(0 ) in closed form in terms of known 
constants and special functions when 0 is equal to a rational multiple of -~, it is actually sufficient 
to let 0 vary between 0 and 4, in virtue of (4) and (5). However, because of the fact that a number 
of formulae which will be established in this paper, have a wider range of applicability, let us 
start with 
0 =p~/q  (7) 
whereby p and q represent positive integers atisfying 0 < p < 2q, thus 
p~{1,2  . . . . .  2q -1} ,  q~(1 ,2  . . . .  }, 
at first without any restrictive condition on their greatest common divisor ( p, q). Then, it follows 
from (6) that 
s in (p~/q)  sin(2p,rr/q ) sin(np'rr/q) 
Cl2(p'tt//q) = 12 + 22 + "'" + + -- .  (8) 
and since the convergence of the infinite series in the r.h.s, is absolute (on account of the fact that 
E l /n  2 is a convergent majoring series), we may write: 
Cl2(p,~/q) = y,  1 sin(rp'rr/q) (9) 
,=1 ,,=0 (2mq+ r) 2 
in which the contributions temming from r =q and r = 2q vanish. Recalling the di-gamma 
function 
~(z )  = d log F(z )  
dz ' 
and the series representation of its derivative 
q/(z)  = Y'. 1 
m=o ( , ,+z)  2' 
we obtain 
] 2q-1  
Cl2(p'~/q ) = ~ ~., ~'(r /2q)s in(rp'n/q) ,  Vp ~ {1, 2 . . . . .  2q -  1}, 
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When q --- 1, then p = 1 and the right-hand side yields zero. When q >I 2, there comes, in virtue of 
the sine function being odd and periodic: 
)] 2 ~-q ~q sin q 
Vpe  {1,2 ... . .  2q -1} ,  Vqe  {2, 3 .... ). (11) 
Note that (10) and (11) are also valid for p = 0 and p = 2q. When this formula is applied in 
practice, it is usually preferable that the sum involves as few terms as possible. This is achieved 
by choosing p and q in (7) without any common divisors. In this case, there finally comes: 
1 7=~i [ ~P'( f~q ) - ~'(1 - f-~q )] sin rP'rr, 
Vp~{1,2  .. . . .  2q -1} ,  Vq~{1,2  .... }, (p,q)=l, (12) 
where the sum is devoid of terms and should therefore be regarded as zero when q = 1. For q >I 2, 
our result is equivalent to de Doelder's formulae (10), (12) and (13) in [1] since 
q ' (  ) q' q' y, 4 / 1 k P~r P-~ = sm(q- r )q  =( -1 )  Y~ ~ s,nrP--~. k=l 2 2q sin kP--'rr y, p, r . , r . 
q r= l  r= l  q 
Our formula (12) presents the advantage of being valid at once for all rational multiples of ~r 
between 0 and 2'rr. 
In every particular case, it may be examined how (12) can be transformed so as to contain 
ultimately as few different q/-values as possible. For this purpose, use can be made of the 
following well-known properties of the ~p'-function: 
q/(z) + q/(1 - z) = 'rr2/sin 2¢rz (13) 
and 
~p'(z)+~'(z+ 1)+ .+@,(z+ m- l )  m2~b,(mz), Vine{2,3 , . .}  
m m 
For instance, 
C12 (3-}¢r) = ~2 v/-5 [ ~b'(~) - ~b'({) + q/(½) - q/({)] 
and 
c12(  ) = - - + 
4/(½)+4,'(2)= ~,n 2 and ~,'(~) + ~ ' ({ )  = 4~' ({ ) ,  
which, combined with 
~b'(~) + ~'(~) = 4~r 2 , 
become: 
C12 (½,rr) = {vr5 [ ~,'({) - {,rr2], CI 2 ({,rr) = -~ ¢'-3 [ "4/(-~ ) - {'rr 2] = ~ CI 2 (½'rr), 
(]4) 
(15) 
in agreement with the results of other authors [1;2;5, formula 4.18]. 
Formula (12) actually solves the propounded problem, but it is also of interest o show how it 
may be transformed into two equivalent formulae which are suitable for practical application: 
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(a) Taking (13) into account in (12) when q >/2, we get: 
Cl2(p~/q ) 1 q- I  = , Y'~ q/(r/2q)sin(rp~r/q)-  -
2q 2 r=l 
Vp~ {1,2 . . . .  ,2q -1} ,  Vq~ (2, 3 . . . .  }, 
If 0 < p < q, this result may be rewritten as 
~r 2 i_~ I s in ( rp~/q)  
4q 2 sin2(r~r/2q) ' 
(p ,q )= l .  (16) 
C12(p~r/q) = ~ q/(r/2q)sin(rp~r/q) - Sp.q~r 2 (17) 
2qZ 
where the coefficient S:.q can be represented in two equivalent ways: 
p-1  q - I  
r'ff r'ff 
Sp.q ~" E [ r+( -1 ) ' (p - r ) ]cot  ~q +P 2 cot 2q 
r= l  r=p 
p q--I 
= _ (q_p)  y, (__l)rcot r~ r~ 2q E [ ( r - -P)+(- -1)r (q- - r ) ]  c°t ~-~q, 
r~ l  r=p+l  
Vp~{1,2  . . . . .  q - l} ,  Vq~(2 ,3  . . . .  }, (p ,q )= l .  2 (17') 
(b) If 0 = pv/q  with (p,  q) = 1, it can also be represented as follows: 
P 
0=~rr  with P=p,Q=qwhenp iseven ,  
P = 2p, Q = 2q whenp is odd. 
Hence, in any case, P is even, and it follows from (8) that 0,(+: ) 
= 1 
,=1 =0 (mQ + r) 2 
or 
P 1 , r . rP r ,  
sm 
VP~{2,4 , . . . ,2Q-2} ,  VQ~{2,3  . . . .  }, (P ,  Q) = l or 2. (18) 
Compared with (12), this formula is simpler when p is even, since it involves only half as many 
q/-values. For example, when 0 = ~¢r, it yields more directly: 
= = 
In the case of odd p, however, it is identical to (10) with ( p, q) = 1. 
3. Formula for doubling the argument 
Let 0 ~ [0, ~]. Then, according to (6), there comes: 
+oo 
C12(0)_~ ~ sin n0 
n~l  712 
2 For the details of the calculation of the two forms of Sp,q, see  the Appendix. 
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Replacing 0 by ~r - 0, we also find: 
+oo 
C12( ' r r -0 )= • ( -11  " - l s inn0  
n=l  ?/2 
Consequently, 
C l2 (0) -  C12(v -  0) = 2 ~ 
sin 210 
/=1 (21) 2 
which evidently proves that 
= ½ sin l (20) 
l z 
/= l  
o r  
without any restrictive condition on (p, q). The three simplest applications of this formula are: 
for q = 2, Cl2('rr ) = 0, 
1 for q 3, C I2 (~)=2[C12( .~¢r ) -C Iz (~r ) ]  
Vq~ {2, 3 .... 
(20) 
Cl2(~r)  = ~C12(½"rr), 
constituting a direct proof of the relation between C12(½~r) and Cl2(~'rr ) which resulted from 
(15); 
for q=4,  C12(½¢r)=2[Cl2(¼xr)-Cl2(~r)] .  (21) 
Form (12) combined with some formulae resulting from (13) and (14), there comes: 
C12(¼'rr) = 3~[¢~-~'(~) - 2(v~- + 1)v 2 -  8(2v~ - 1)G], 
C12(3'~) = 3~[v~-~k'(k) - 2(v~- + 1)or: - 8(2¢2" + 1)G], 
in agreement with (21) since, according to (12), 
C12(½,~) = ~6[q/(¼)- ~k'(3)] =G,  
whereby G symbolizes Catalan's constant. 
C12(20)=2[C12(0) -C12(~r -0 ) ] ,  VOc[O,~r].  (19) 
This formula may of course also be deduced directly from the original definition (3): 
fo2°ln(2 fo°ln(2 sin t ' )d t '  C12(28 ) = - sin ½t) dt = -2  
fo°ln(4 ' '  fo°ln(2 cos =-2  s in i t  cos½t')dt'=2C12(O)-2 ½t')dt' 
f ' - ° ln (2  ½t") dt"  fo'~-°ln(2 sin = 2C12(0 ) + 2 sin = 2C12(0 ) + 2 ½t") dt"  
- -2 [C12(0) -  C12(~r- O)], V0 ~ [0, ~r], 
proof in which we were obliged to make use of a result which we cited earlier: C12(¢r ) = 0. If 0 is 
a rational multiple of ~r between 0 and ~r, we have: 
CI 2 2 ~r = 2 CI 2 ,tr - C12 q 
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For q = 5, we deduce from (20): 
Cls(  ) = + 
C12 (3~r)= C12( 2~ )_  ½C12 (_~ r), 
and since we can make use of (18) in order to express C12(~¢r) and C12(% ) in terms of q/(½r) 
(r = 1, 2, 3, 4), we may conclude that C12 (½ n ~) with n = 1, 2, 3 and 4 are linear combinations of
¢ 1 ~p (~), ~p,(2) and "rr 2, on account of (13). Indeed: 
C12(½,rr)= 2~v~- ¢10+2~ ¢,(~) ¢10-2¢5 4"(~) (10~55 "2¢-~ ] 
4 4 _ .  ,~2 ,  
C12(2~)=~[¢10+2¢5-  q / (~)+¢10-2¢5-  ¢10+2v~- ] 
4 4 ~P'(~) V~- ~r2 ' 
¢10-  2¢5- ~p,(½) + (10+2v~- ¢5 + 2¢5- 1 C12(3~r) = 2~¢3 " 4 4 #/(~) v~- rr2 j '  
C12 (~r) = 2 ¢10 - 2V~-4 ff'(~) /10 + 2¢-5-4 ~'(~) ¢5 - 2¢5T/~ ~r2./ 
This can be generalized to Cl2(p~/q) for any q~ (3, 5 .... } whereby p= 1, 2 .... ,q -1 ,  resp. 
Indeed, when q is odd, the application of (20) yields a relation between the Cl :-value at one odd 
integer multiple of ,tt/q and the C1 :-values at two even integer multiples of '~/q for every p-value, 
e.g.: 
2,rr 
CI2( 4~r = 
Therefore, these expressions can be used to write C12 (~/q), Cl 2 (3 ~/q) ..... CI 2 (( q - 2),~/q) as 
linear combinations of two Cl2-values belonging to the set (Cl2(2e/q), C12(4~/q ) . . . . .  C l2((q-  
1)~r/q)}. According to (18), each of the latter elements may in turn be expressed as a linear 
combination of g/O/q),  ~ ' (2 /q) , . . . ,~ ' ( (q -  1)/q). Finally, (13) may be applied to halve the 
number of C-values. Hence: 
When q~ {3, 5 .... }, each of the values C12(-n/q ), C12(2":r/q ) . . . . .  C12((q-1),rr/q) may be ex- 
pressed as a linear combination of 
q/ (1 ) ,q / (2 )  . . . . .  q / ( (qq l ) )  and rr 2. 
Evidently, the same holds for C12(p~r/q) with p = q + 1, q + 2 .... .  2q - 1, in virtue of (5). 
4. Some generalizations 
Form. (19) may be rewritten as 
C12(28) = 2[C12(0) +CI : (O + ~)] ,  vo [o, 
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and in this form it is a special case of a more general formula involving Cl2(m0): 
m, ( 
Clz(mO)=m Z Clz O+ , VO~ 0, , Vm~{2,3  .. . .  }. (22) 
k=0 " m 
This formula is a consequence of (6) and 
"-'Y'~ s inn(2k~r)  { rnsinrrnO whenn=rrn' = 
k =0 rn 0 in all other cases of positive integer n. 
Formula (22) is to the Clausen integral what (14) is to the di-gamma function. If 0 is equal to a 
rational multiple of ,rr between 0 and 2~r/rn, we have: 
m, [ (q . ) ]  
CI 2 m "rr =m Y'~ C12 P+ ,rr , 
k=o m 
0<p< 2----~q, qE l~0and >½m, m~(2 ,3  . . . .  }. (23) 
m 
The simplest example of application of this formula, not already contained in the preceding 
section, is that of m = 3, p = 1, q = 2: 
C12(3~r) = 3[C12(½~r ) + C12 (7,rr) + C l2 (~r ) ]  
which can easily be transformed into 
C12(~)  + C l2 (~)  = ~C12(½~). 
If we combine this formula with the one resulting from (20) for p = 1 and q = 6, namely, 
Cl2 (~)  - Cl2 (~)  = ½Cl2 ( '.~ ), 
therc comes: 
Cl : (~)  = ~Cl:(½~) + ~Cl:(-~)= ~c + h¢~[ ~'(~) - ~: ] ,  
result which can also be found in de Doelder's paper [1]. In a similar manner, we obtain: 
Cl : (~)  = ~Cl:(½~) - ~Cl : (~, )  = ~G-  ~,¢5[ ~,(~) - ~,~:]. 
Formula (22) illustrates quite well the utility of the series expansion (6) which represents 
C12(0) in its interval of definition [0, 2~r], for detecting new relations involving the Clausen 
integral. In particular, it is an easy means to 'translate' certain properties of the sine function into 
corresponding properties of C1: (0). Another example illustrating this statement is: 
= ~ ~/~/cot  CIz +Clz  + "'" +C lz  q 4q 2r=0 ~ zq ! 2q 
Vq~ (2,3 . . . .  }. (24) 
Indeed, according to (8) (which is a consequence of (6)), we have: 
q-1 (p )  ~e¢ 1 (q-I r/ ) 
E Clz ~r = ~-~ Es inpq~r  , 
p~l n=l p=l 










// 1 i~  [exp( ipq~)  - exp( - ipq,rr)] 'sinpqCr = ~ 
( q ) exp(+in~r)-exp(+_in~r/q) 
exp ___ip ~r = exp(+in~r/q)- I  
0 
q sin p ~r= cot~-~q p=l 
Consequently, 
q-1 
when n ~ (2, 4 .... ), 
when n ~ {1, 3 .... }. 
- 1 when// is  even, 
n~r 
+i  cot ~ when n is odd, 
F 1 cot 
C12 ,n = (2m ; 1) 2 2q =1 m~O 
1 ~ 1 cot + • • • 
~k=o (2qk+ 1) 2 cot ~q+ = (2qk + 3) 2 ~q 
(~oo 1 ) (2q -  1)e 
+ cot 
\~=o (2qk + 2q-  1) 2 2q 
q--I ( 
_ 1 E tk' 2 r+ l ]cot  (2 r+ l ) 'n  
-- 4q 2 r=0 , ' -~q  ] 2q and also 
4q 2 r~ ° hb' - ~b' 1 2r + 1 ,n = = ~q cot 2q 
so that (24) may be rewritten as 
q-1 (p  ) l tq/21-l ,[2r+ l \ (2r + 1)~r 
CI 2 ,:r = )". q J [ - - - -~q )cot 2q p=l 2q 2 r=o 
~r 2 [q/21-1 (2r+ 1)rr/sin 3 (2r+ 1)~r 
E cos 2q 2q , Vq~ (2,3 . . . .  }. (25) 
4q 2 r-0 
When, for a given positive in teger q, C12 (~r/q), CI 2 (2"n/q) . . . . .  CI 2 (( q - 1) ~r/q) were calculated 
separately by means of (12) or one of its variants, (24) or its equivalent form (25) may be used as 
a check on the correctness of the results. 
5. Simple approximations of CI2(0) valid for 0 ~ 0 ~ 
I seize the present opportunity to draw the attention on two simple approximations of C12(0) 
which follow directly from approximate formulae for the sum of the convergent Fourier series 
+0o sin nx 
n~l //2 
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which I obtained in one of my earlier papers [4]. On account of (3), (6) and formula (33) of [4], 
there comes: 
C12(0) ---- -8  In sin ½0 +~O('rr 2- 92) - (3  _ 2 In 2)sin 9 + (In 2 - ~)s in 28, 
0 < 0 ~< ,rr, (26) 
the relative error of which does not exceed 0.63%, the accuracy being much better in the 
subinterval 0 < 0 < 0.7~r. A second approximation is obtained by applying formula (34) of [4]: 
C12(0) -- -O  In sin ½9 + 28-~0(¢r 2 - 92)(120 - 7v 2 + 392) + (2 In 2 - ~)sin 0 
-(~-~8-In 2)sin 20 +(~ln  2 -9~)s in  30- (  a259 1 288 ½ In 2)sin 49 
10397 ^:__ (27) + (~ In 2 -  37-~)~m 59, 0~< 0< "rr, 
whose relative error is less than 0.003%. For example, the maximum value attained by Cl2(0 ) in 
0 ~< 0 ~<,rr is 
C12 (½'~) = ~ vr3-[ tp'(½) - ~'rr 2] = 1.01494160 .. . .  
The first approximation (26) yields the value 1.0150742, whereas the second one (27) gives 
1.0149413. More details are contained in [4]. 
Both approximations were deduced from the following equality between trigonometric series: 
+OO +OO 
2~ sin n..._.__~x n2 =-x lns in½lx[+ 2~ bksinkx, -~r<~x<~Ir 
n=l  k~l  
whereby 
2 ( -  + =(_ l )k  - -+  + 
b k=~ l n2 -  ~ r ~ 2k 3 4k 5 -~ " 
r= l  
Appendix 
Transformation of Sp,q defined by 
q-I sin(rp~r/q) 
Sp.q= ½ ,=1 ~-" s in2(m/2q)  
in which p ~ { 1, 2 . . . . .  q - 1 ), q ~ { 2, 3 . . . .  }. 
First of all, it is immediately clear that 
q- - I  
r~ Sq_ So.q = 0 ,  s l .q  = cot  , .q = 
r= l  
Next, we have: 
q-i  sin(rp~r/q) - s in( r (p  - 1 )~/q)  
Sp,q-- Sp_l,q= ½ E sin2(rlt/2q) r~l 
q-I COS(r(2p- 1 )~/2q)  
= E s in (m/2q)  , 1 <~p<~q r~| 
q-1  
r~ 
E ( -1 ) rcot  ~q 
r~ l  
and S .q= 0. 
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and also, 
q-I COS(r(2p + 1)~r/2q)--Cos(r(2p--1)¢r/2q) 
=2;  (Sp+l ,  q - Sp ,q ) - (ap ,q -  Sp_ l .q )  s in ( r~r /2q)  
r= l  
q - I  
or Sp+l.q-2Sp.q+ Sp_l ,q=-2 Y] sin(rp'n/q), l <~p<~q-1. 
r= l  
This right-hand side can be calculated as follows: 
,-1 q-1 ,-1 )] 
-2  r~l '~ sin(rp~r/q) = i[r~=l exp(irp~r/q) - r~l " exp(-irp'n/q 
J 
=i[  ( -1)P-exp(ip~r/q) ( -1 )P -exp( - ip~r /q)  
[ ~xp(r~-p-~---1 exp( - ip~/q) -  1 
• ( -  1) p -  exp(ip~r/q) + ( -  1)Pexp(ip.n/q)- 1 
=1 
exp(ip'~/q) - 1 
= [ ( -  1) p - 1]cot p~r - q , l <~ p ~ q-1 .  
From 
Sp+,,q- 2S, 2-qq'P~r l~p<q-1  
we deduce 
p-1 p- I  
r'lt Y'. (Sr+,,q- 2S,.q+ S,_l.q)= Y'. [ ( -1 ) ' -  1]cot 
r=l r~l  
or 
p-I p- I  r~r r~r S,.q- s,_l.q- Sl.q + S0.q = E ( -  1)~cot ~q-  E cot 2q 
r= l  r= l  
which yields 
p-1  q - I  
rxr r,rr 
Sp,q -- Sp_ l .q  = E ( - 1)rcot ~q + E cot  ~q, 1 ~< p ~< q. 
r=l  r=p 
Successive application of this formula leads to: 
p-2  q -1  , r~r r~r 
Sp- l ,q -  Sp-2,q = E ( -1 )  cot ~q-t- E cot 2q '  
r= l  r~p-1  
Sp-  2,q -- Sp-- 3,q ~ . . . ,  
q--I 
'll r~ $2, " -S,,q =-cot  ~ + )-". co t - - ,  
r=2 2q 
q- I  
S l .q -  So,q = E cot ~q.  
r s l  
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Adding these equalities ide by side, we obtain: 
= - ~+(p-2)cot - - (p -3 )cot  + - "  Sp q --(p 1)cot "rr ~r 3~r ' q "~q 
+(_ l )P_ lco t  (p -  1),rr ~r "rr 31r 2a. +cot  ~~a +2c°t -q+3c°t  ~+ . . .  
+(p -  l lcot  (p -  1)'~ q--I 2q +P )'-" cot r_._~_~ 
"=p 2q 
p--I q - I  r'n r'~ 
= ~_, [ r+( -1 ) ' (p - r l ] co t  ~--~q+pE cot ~-q, l<~p<q,  
r= 1 r=p 
which is the first expression of Sp.q contained in (17'). Applied to p = q, it becomes: 
q- I  
= E [ r+( -1 ) ' (q - r ) l co t  r'n Vq /2,3 .... / 
r~ l  
= 0, we find an identify which is rather remarkable: 
Sq,q 
and since Sq,q 
q-1 
E 
r= l  
o r  
q -1  
E 
r= l  
[ r+( -1 ) ' (q -  r)]cot ~qr~ =O, 
q- I  r,rr r~r rcot ~q=(-1)qE (-1)r-lrtan ~q, Vq~{2,3  . . . .  }. 
r= l  
The same identity results from applying the previous formula for Sp.q to the special case p = q - 1 
and putting it equal to the expression of Sq_ l,q mentioned at the beginning of this appendix. The 
identity written in its original form enables us to establish the second expression of Sp.q contained 
in (17'): 
q--I p - I  q--I r,rr r,n r~ 
= p r +p ~ cot Sp,q - E [ r+( -1 ) r (q - r ) ]  cOt -~q+ E [ r+( -1 ) r (  - )]cot ~q 2, 
r=l r=l r=p 
p--1 q--1 r~r r~r =- (q -p)  ~ ( -1 ) ' co t  ~q-  )-", [ ( r -p )+( -1 ) r (q - r ) ]cot  
r=l r=p 
p q--I 
= _ (q_p)  y ,  ( _ l ) , co t  re r~r 2q E [ ( r -P )+( -1 ) r (q - r ) ]  c°t 2-q" 
r= l  r~p+l  
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